Tent Pitching Instructions – Meadow 400 & 600
FLYSHEET FIRST PITCHING












Assemble the poles and lay them parallel on the
ground.
Open out flysheet and position in required direction.
Securely peg out the rear of the tent.
Insert the roof pole section into the rear pole sleeve
and attach the leg sections.
Locate ends of pole into the Ring & Pin system at the
base of the tent. Make sure poles locate into correct
pin system (all poles follow corresponding flysheet
seams to pin system). Tighten the tension adjusters
located on the Ring & Pin webbing.
Stand the completed rear pole upright so that it can
stand un-aided using the tension from the rear panel
(this is best done by standing the pole completely
vertical then moving the ends of the pole back
approx 30cm).
Repeat the above actions working towards the front
of the tent, inserting the poles and propping them
upright.
Once all the poles are upright, walk the front of the
tent forward ensuring the tent is straight and the base
is tight (the groundsheet should be completely flat).
Peg out ALL guy lines, ensuring that they are in line
with the pole or seam they are attached to.

PRE-ATTACHED SUN CANOPY





To Pitch: Insert pole into sleeve, connect to Ring &
Pin System, tighten tension adjuster and attach pole
clips to pole.
Pull sun canopy away from tent until roof of canopy
is taught.
Peg in front 2 guylines then put pegs into metal rings
at base of pole. Peg out all remaining guylines.
Note: It is recommended that the canopy should be
rolled away during high winds.



PRE-ATTACHED SUN CANOPY cont’d





INNER ATTACHMENT




2.

Suspend the inner by attaching toggles on the
inner tent through rings on the inside of the
flysheet. Do the rear first and work towards the
front of the tent.
Once fully attached, the inner can be left in when
pitching or striking the tent. However, it is
advisable to remove the inner when striking the
tent when wet.

TENSION BAND SYSTEM




1.

To Roll Away: Initially, it is best to roll the canopy
away along the top as this ensures the guylines
and webbing straps are rolled away neatly (fig. 1).
Once all guylines and webbing are away neatly,
flip the already rolled section to the underside of
the canopy roof and continue to roll (fig. 2).
Secure the rolled away canopy with the toggles
provided.
Rolling the canopy underneath will prevent water
from building up inside the canopy.

Remove Tension Band System from pockets and
attach into the corresponding clips at the apex of
the pole. Adjust the straps until they are taut.
DO NOT OVER TENSION. Excess tension will alter
the shape of the tent.
Tension bands are designed to stabilise the tunnel
structure of the tent. The bands are not required to
be used in calm weather.

Ring & Pin System
Locate one end of each pole onto the corresponding metal pin. The metal pin inserts into the hollow
metal ferrule on the end of each pole. (See Figure 1). Push the pole into a curve from the opposite
side, one at a time, and locate all pole ends onto the metal pins.
Peg the corners of the tent through the metal rings using pin-pegs. It is important to drive the peg
into the ground at a 45 degree angle to obtain the best grip. (See Figure 2).

IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL RETAILER or
AMG Group Ltd., Kelburn Business Park, Port Glasgow, Scotland. PA14 6TD.
UK Consumer Hotline: 0844 811 0535
E-Mail: info@vango.co.uk
Calls to our Customer Hotline cost 5p per minute. Calls from mobile phones, cable networks or public payphones will generally cost more.

